
“Now we’re growing crops!” 
 Daniel Marrett, PEAKE SA

increase yield
and

decrease risk!

XBG SERIES

2021
PRODUCTS & PRICES

Precision FARM MACHINERY
for the Progressive FARMER

R

SINGLE Seed Row 
option available

Australian Patent No. 2014212999



QCKP-16
16mm replacement point, 

delivers 35mm 
under seed-bed tilth

$77 inc GST

QCKP-18 
18mm replacement point, 
delivers 50mm 
under seed-bed tilth 
$93.50 inc GST

50% MORE LIFE

BOKP 
Standard bolt on point, 
delivers 40mm
under seed-bed tilth 
$77 inc GST

(minimal stock - discontinued line)

KPL-C 
Quick change point holder, 
suits curved tynes 
$33 inc GST

XBG-50C
90mm Paired row boot, 
suits 50deg curved tynes  
$176 inc GST
                         KPL

XBG47C-50F
90mm Paired row boot, 

suits 47deg curved tynes 
and 50deg flat tynes

$176 inc GST

XBG47
3’’ Paired row boot, 

suits 47deg flat tynes
$176 inc GST

KPL
Quick change point holder, 

suits flat tynes
$33 inc GST

(prices below)

XBG & BA Series  suit all Standard Straight and C-Shank Tynes



  Rootboot products are liquid ready! 
  No extra cost for liquid set-up “Lentils ended up in the right 

spot. Bloody awesome!” 
 Garth Aikman, UNDERBOOL VIC

100mm paired row opener, 
16mm knife, 
35mm under seed tilth
$162.80 inc GST

WS-18
100mm paired row opener, 

18mm knife, 40mm 
under seed tilth
$173.80 inc GST

WS-80 
80mm paired row opener, 
18mm knife, 40mm 
under seed tilth 
$173.80 inc GST

BD 
single seed row opener, 
no seed/fert separation 
$115.50 inc GST
 

XBG & BA Series  suit all Standard Straight and C-Shank Tynes

BA-47 
Boot body, suits all 
common flat c-shanks, 
granular & liquid 
fert standard
$132 inc GST

BA-C 
Boot body, suits all 
common curved
c-shanks, granular 
& liquid fert 
standard
$132 inc GST

                                              WS-16



MF 
Boot body, bolts to 
adapter plate 
$132 inc GST

WS-16
100mm paired row opener, 

16mm knife, 35mm 
under seed tilth
$162.80 inc GST

WS-18
100mm paired row opener, 

18mm knife, 40mm 
under seed tilth
$173.80 inc GST

ADA
Adapter plate, connects MF 

to OEM* shank
$55 inc GST

(HORSCH SPRINTER
$143 inc GST)

WS-80 
80mm paired row opener, 
18mm knife, 40mm 
under seed tilth 
$173.80 inc GST

BD 
single seed row opener, 
no seed/fert separation 
$115.50 inc GST

* OEM - Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(YOUR tyne)

“3 years of Rootboots; better 
establishment and increased SBU. VERY 

HAPPY” Adrian Bormann, SANDERSTON SA

MF Series suits:
     
     Morris C1, C2, C3 & Quantum 
     Flexicoil 5700 
     Case Concord 
     Horsch Sprinter

Rootboot products are liquid ready! 
No extra cost for liquid set-up



100mm paired row opener, 
16mm knife, 
35mm under seed tilth
$162.80 inc GST

STA 
Boot body, bolts to 
paralink shank 
$132 inc GST

NT
Granular fert tube

$33 inc GST

NT-B
Granular fert tube, 
use when seeding 

broad beans
$33 inc GST

WS-16

WS-18
100mm paired row opener, 

18mm knife, 40mm 
under seed tilth
$173.80 inc GST

WS-80 
80mm paired row opener, 
18mm knife, 40mm 
under seed tilth 
$173.80 inc GST

BD 
single seed row opener, 
no seed/fert separation 
$115.50 inc GST

“Used Rootboot for last 4 years and its 
GREAT! More tillers and better 

emergence.” Gavin Egan, SCADDAN WA 

STA Series 
exclusive to 
Borgault Paralink
Rootboot products are liquid ready! 
No extra cost for liquid set-up “Used Rootboot for last 6 years and it’s 

GREAT! More tillers and better emergence.”
Gavin Egan, SCADDAN WA



Introducing 
ROOTBOOT RAZOR (Australian Patent No. 2014212999)

a DISC Seeding System like no other!R

Independant movement 
between disc arm and boot arm

Deeper penetration of the disc 
without affecting seed placement

No hair-pinning

Correct separation of seed and 
fertiliser

Under seed tilth

Rootboot products are liquid ready! 
No extra cost for liquid set-up

$2 200 ea inc GST

ROOTBOOT: Precision FARM MACHINERY for the Progressive FARMER

“The Rootboot Razor has allowed us 
to retain the benefits of a traditional 
disc seeder with the added 
advantages of seed fert separation 
and chem safety/incorporation. 
Germination has been really good 
especially in canola” 
– Patrick Neal, Ngapala SA



Seeds on 
Firm Bed

Liquid
Fertilizer

Fertilizer

FEATURES:

Sealed non-serviceable hubs will 
outlast a tapered bearing

Sealed pivot point bearings

Tungsten wear protection on boot

Easy positive adjustments

R

WHY USE ROOTBOOT RAZOR? 

Retain your residue without hair-pinning and blockages. 

Keep your stones in the ground, conserve moisture and 
increase yield.



(PLEASE NOTE: ALL PRICES EXCLUDE FREIGHT)

CONTACT:

www.rootboot.com.au 

jason@rootboot.com.au

0428 734 899

aaron@rootboot.com.au

0428 861 276

Proudly South Australian

R

Sown with Rootboot
Sown without


